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“Motherf*cker! Is he trying to die?”.

Alejandro rushed over, cursing as he saw a second grade ultimate god-level disciple killing a guardian
of his Cabello family. He immediately followed up with a punch that sent the second-grade ultimate
god-level disciple from the Bloodshed Clan flying back a great distance before he could steady
himself.

“Third-grade ultimate god-level! My father is in the third-grade ultimate god-level!”

Seeing her own father sending a second-grade ultimate god-level fighter flying with a single punch,
she was at a loss for words from the excitement.

“Don’t worry, just leave the others to our fathers. I’ll handle this seventh-grade ultimate god-level
guy!”

jackie made a calm smile and opened his palm. He took out his treasured sword and stared straight at
Lucian.

“Die!”

At the same time, Kenneth threw a punch at another first-grade ultimate god-level disciple of the
Bloodshed Clan, causing his opponent to cough up blood immediately.

“No way! They actually have a few people in the third -grade ultimate god-level! Furthermore, they
also have a few first-grade ultimate god-level fighters as well!”

Upon seeing Nash, Kenneth, and the others taking action, Lucian almost lost his temper. He originally
thought that only jackie was the only powerful one and the rest were no match for him and his fellow
disciples.

However, after they started fighting, he quickly realized that a few of his fellow disciples were killed
in a short time while the rest were being surrounded by a big group of people. At that rate, they would
most likely be killed.

“Kid, you are pretty talented to be able to kill my junior brother of the third-grade ultimate god-level
with only one punch while being in the fourth-grade yourself. It seems that your fighting prowess is
not: only limited to the level of a fourth-grade ultimate god-level!”

Finally, Lucian gritted his teeth and stared directly at jackie. “If that’s the case, I’ll kill you first. It’s not
good to let an enemy with this kind of talent grow any further!”

Lucian knew deep down that these people had entered the forest for less than two months.

Two months ago, he came to this forest alone in order to complete an assignment given to him by an
elder of his clan. Back then, the forest showed no signs of abnormalities, nor these people from the
abandoned world!



With that, he surmised that these people must have arrived in the past two months. Within two
months, his opponent managed to achieve the fourth-grade ultimate god-level and obtain this level of
fighting prowess. Just the thought alone was scary enough.

Moreover, the opposing party had a few people in the third-grade ultimate god-level. That was even
more mind-boggling.

After all, there were no martial art techniques within the abandoned world that allowed one to break
through to the ultimate god-level. That also meant that those people could not have made any
progress after reaching the peak stage of the true god level. They must have started breaking through
to the first grade ultimate god-level after arriving in this place and raised their strength slowly.

“You want to kill me? We’ll have to see if you’re capable of doing so!”

That person before him had killed quite a number of people from the White family and Cabello family.
If not for jackie and his group arriving promptly, a lot more lives would be lost.

Therefore, jackie resolved to kill that person of the seventh-grade ultimate god-level.

Hearing jackie’s reply, Lucian burst out laughing.

“Did I hear that right? You’re merely at the fourth grade ultimate god-level. Even if you could take on
someone stronger, do you think you can cross that boundary and kill me? You’re thinking too highly of
yourself!”

“How would you know without trying?”

jackie channeled his Chi into his sword. With a light buzz, the sword let out a terrifying screech and
immediately grew significantly in size. Moreover, the terrifying aura around jackie seemed to have
grown stronger as well.
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